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ABSTRACT
Learning to play a musical instrument is a difficult task, requiring the development of sophisticated
skills. Nowadays, such a learning process ismostly based on themaster-apprenticemodel. Technologies
are rarely employed and are usually restricted to audio and video recording and playback. The TELMI
(Technology Enhanced Learning of Musical Instrument Performance) Project seeks to design and
implement new interaction paradigms for music learning and training based on state-of-the-art
multimodal (audio, image, video, and motion) technologies.

Figure 1: Analysis of coordination, apply-
ing RecurrenceQuantification Analysis to
the kinetic energy of the right wrist.

Figure 2: A sample screen-shot of the into-
nation feedback on Piano Roll Mode.

Figure 3: A sample screen-shot of the into-
nation feedback on Score View Mode.

The project focuses on the violin as a case study. This practice work is intended as demo, showing to
MOCO attendants the results the project obtained along two years of work. The demo simulates a set-
up at a higher educationmusic institution, where attendants with any level of previous violin experience
(and even with no experience at all) are invited to try the technologies themselves, performing basic
tests of violin skill and pre-defined exercises under the guidance of the researchers involved in the
project.
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INTRODUCTION
Master violin playing is a high complex activity, requiring to both be proficient in its technique and on
potentially a huge repertoire of techniques exercises and musical composition. Nonetheless, in violin
learning, as in any other domain, the basic learning process by which violinists acquire new skills and
knowledge are based on incorporating principles of effortful practice, systematic reflection, a good
planning, and so on. It also requires the development of a finely tuned sensory-motor system driven
by auditory, visual, and haptic feedback. Violinists learn their instruments in specific contexts and
have a vast set of resources at their disposal. In these situations, however, musicians also face major
challenges, including communicative barriers between student and teacher, the competitive nature
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of advanced musical study, and a restrictive environment based on traditional education models,
difficult to be changed. Self-regulated learning is a model that outlines the importance of effective
planning, execution, and review strategies to foster efficient learning, including the development
of meta-strategies that requires knowledge of the nature and benefit of each component and an
ability to use each when appropriate. Examples of such strategies include goal setting (planning),
mental rehearsal (execution), and error detection (review). The TELMI project seeks to engage with
and enhance processes of learning the violin. The main aim of the project is to study how we learn
musical instruments, taking the violin as a case study, from a pedagogical and scientific perspective
and to create new interactive, assistive, self-learning, augmented-feedback, and social-aware systems
complementary to traditional teaching. While the audio, video, and motion-capture capabilities of
the TELMI system can naturally drive the review of practice activates, the data collected by the
TELMI system offers the potential to support and guide planning and execution strategies to increase
engagement with and utility of the system.

CONCEPT
This practice work consists of a demontration of the technologies developed by the EU-H2020-ICT
Project TELMI. These enable automatic analysis of a violin performance by real-time computation
of motoric and auditory features. Moreover, the player is provided with feedback to support her in
training her skills. Data is captured by means of microphones and range-imaging devices.
Movement features are distinguished in low- and mid-level features, according to [1]. Low-level

features include kinematics of the 3D points of the Kinect skeleton, head and overall movement
direction, kinetic energy, openness, leaning of the posture on the frontal and sagittal plane, and
postural tension. Mid-level features include dynamic of postural openness, suddenness, sway, and
coordination (see Figure 1). Audio features concern intonation (pitch accuracy and stability at single
note level, and pitch linear regression and pitch deviation at phrase/piece level), rhythm (accuracy of
onsets), dynamics, articulation (recognition of specific bow-strokes, quality of attacks, transitions,
sustains, and releases), and timbral properties (timbre stability, timbre richness, and tone qualities).

Feedback is provided by means of a collection of visualizations. For example, feedback on intonation
consists of the performed pitch curve (see Figure 2) displayed over a piano roll representation of the
music score, pr provided over the score itself (see Figure 3): for each played note, the note head is
colored in green or red depending on whether the user performed it in or out of tune.

Technologies are implemented in three major components: the EyesWeb XMI Platform [3]; ViolinRT
[2], a real-time play-along app; and the Planner representing the main student interface.
In the demonstration, attendants will try the technologies themselves by performing some basic

tests of violin skills, and by getting an immediate feedback on their performance.
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